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Warwickshire Events
1 July

1.00
to
5.00

Allotment Open Day
BDBKA Honeybee Information Table.
Dads Lane Allotments, Kings Heath, Birmingham

Birmingham

3 July

5.30

Branch Apiary Meeting & every Tuesday in July
Sutton Apiary

Sutton
Coldfield

4 July

7.00

Branch Apiary Meeting & every Wednesday in
July. Ravenshaw Apiary

Solihull

7 July

2.00

Branch Apiary Meeting & every Saturday in July
Highbury Park, Kings Heath

Birmingham

Thurlaston Fete
Main Street, Thurlaston

Rugby

Members Meeting
The Gate, Upper Brailes

Shipston

Branch Apiary Meeting
Dobbies Garden Centre, Hartshill, Nuneaton

Nuneaton &
Atherstone

Branch Apiary Meeting
Garden Organic, Ryton-on-Dunsmore

Coventry

18 July

Branch Social Gathering at the pub
See your newsletter for details

Rugby

19 July

Bar-Bee-Q
at the Branch Apiary

Sutton
Coldfield

19 July

Branch Meeting
Honey Processing

Warwick &
Leamington

21 July

Branch Apiary Meeting - Preparing for Extraction
(NB dependant on the vagaries of beekeeping)

Rugby

22 July

Pizza & Puddings in aid of Bees Abroad
Further details from Brian & Mandy Cadge

Solihull

26 July

Branch Apiary Meeting
Dobbies Garden Centre, Hartshill, Nuneaton

Nuneaton &
Atherstone

7 July
9 July

7.30

12 July
15 July

3.00

1 Aug

7.00

Branch Apiary Meeting & every Wednesday in
August. Ravenshaw Apiary

Solihull

4 Aug

2.00

Branch Apiary Meeting & every Saturday in
August. Highbury Park, Kings Heath

Birmingham

5 Aug

7 Aug

Elliot’s Field
Rugby
The branch will be hosting a marquee in conjunction
with Warwickshire Wildlife Trust
5.30

Branch Apiary Meeting & every Tuesday in
August. Sutton Apiary
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9 Aug

Branch Meeting
Preparing Hive Products for Showing

Warwick &
Leamington

12 Aug

Fillongley Show

Coventry

18 Aug

11.00 Branch Apiary Meeting - Assessing varroa loads & Rugby
to
treatments. (NB dependant on the vagaries of
1.00 beekeeping)

18 Aug

10.00 Honey Extraction Workshop - one super per
Member. Winterbourne Gardens

19 Aug

3.00

Birmingham

Branch Apiary Meeting
Coventry
The bees are inspected most Sundays at 3pm
please see the rota at www.covbeebranch.co.uk
Garden Organic, Ryton-on-Dunsmore

As members of the WBKA you are welcome to attend any of the meetings
and events listed in the Warwickshire diary pages

From the Chairman
WBKA Trustee Training Day, 2nd June 2018
WBKA is a registered charity managed on behalf of its members by a Board of
Trustees. Each of our eight branches has up to two Trustee positions and after
nomination by the branches, these volunteers are appointed at our AGM. The Board
then meets four times each year. This may seem all very mundane stuff, a long way
from beekeeping, but it is a vital part of the set up under which the branches operate,
the public learn about the importance of bees and you, our members, can become
better beekeepers.
As volunteers are drawn mainly from beekeeping, with a smattering of business skills
drawn from previous experiences, we have become aware that our knowledge of the
legal duties of Trustees is patchy and generalized. In addition, with our recent change
of constitution, there is an opportunity to more closely align the Board’s activities with
the objects of the charity. The Board has a responsibility to see that the Trustees are
aware of their duties and to help them if required. As far as we are aware, WBKA has
never had any formal mechanism to introduce new trustees to their role. Clearly, we
needed to rectify this oversight.

To address these issues we arranged for Sally Weatherill from Charity Skills to help
us get up to speed. She has worked with the BBKA and advises several other
charities including Victim Support. The Trustees spent Saturday June 2nd with Sally
at Stoneleigh, hearing about the law, the role of the Charities Commission and the
responsibilities of Trustees as individuals and as a Board. Crucially, Sally was able to
help us better understand how the general requirements translate into specific
actions for us. We then spent the afternoon in a workshop format looking at;
 How does WBKA deliver public benefit and how can we assess our performance
towards its charitable objects?
 What are the challenges for the Board, inherent in our aim to deliver our objects
through our branch structure, and what steps can we take to address them?
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The day was very well spent and I am grateful for the day of beekeeping time given
by, and enthusiastic involvement of, the Trustees. We came away with a list of
actions for the Board and a first draft of a plan for WBKA, including the branches, to
move forward with. At the time of writing, we are in the process of drawing the output
from the workshop together with the intention that we communicate it throughout the
charity as a whole as soon as possible.
Stay tuned for more news!
***************

Change of Exam Secretary
Gill Grimshaw is on the move north of the border this summer and clearly it is not
practical for her continue as our Exam Secretary from so great a distance. Gill’s
resignation takes effect from 1st July and I am pleased Jane Medwell has kindly
agreed to take over this important role.
On behalf of WBKA I would like to thank Gill for the time, encouragement and
enthusiasm she has given to the Association and wish her well on her new adventure
in Oban.
****************

How much are you selling your honey for this year?
The answer is often a cheeky “As much as I can get for it” which probably shows that
market forces are at play. To help WB readers assess what they could be asking for
their honey I give you a couple of figures taken from a recent survey among Bee
Farmers, comparing nationwide average prices over the last 5 seasons.
Year

Retail price (454g jar)

Wholesale price (454g
jar)

2014

£4.75

£3.63

2018

£5.80

£4.26

Source: Bee Farmers Association (BFA) Colony Survival and Honey Crop Survey 2019

David Blower
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Warwickshire News
Birmingham Branch

groups and were shown samples of
Small Hive Beetle, tropilaelaps and
Asian Hornets and how they differ from
our native species (not sure how I am
going to spot tropilaelaps if it ever gets
over here… So tiny, they looked about
the size of two full stops!) Traps and
their pitfalls, how to monitor without
killing by releasing non target species.
What to expect when a Bee Inspector
calls, what they use to keep their
equipment scrupulously clean and how
they inspect a hive for disease.
You actually get the chance to poke
about with EFB and AFB (under strict
control) to see how it looks in the comb;
absolutely fascinating! And you are able
to see how it looks at different stages.
We also saw examples of sac brood,
chalk brood and what it looks like if your
bees have suffered from isolation
starvation.
Many thanks to the National Bee Unit
for suppling us with bee inspectors to
question all day and all the volunteers
who helped to make the day run so
smoothly!

Lupins and queens
One of the great joys of beekeeping
is rearing your own queens. In the
process, you learn a lot about bee
behaviour and can make significant
improvements to the health and
happiness of your hives.
This May, WBKA held a two day queen
rearing course. It was a practical ‘how
to’ training session to help participants
with their General Husbandry and to
ensure there is a beekeeper with the
know-how in each branch. We were so
lucky to have two Master Beekeepers
as our trainers - David Blower from
Shipston and David Bonner from
Coventry. With their help, we have five
new laying queens at Winterborne
Gardens.
Why don’t you have a try? The best
time to rear queens is when the lupins
are in flower so there’s still time if you’re
quick!

Samantha Walker
Coventry & District
Branch

www.covbeebranch.co.uk
The delegates who had attended the
Beginner’s Course back in February
attended for their practical session on
20th May and got to see inside a hive
for the first time and assist with
inspections of the branch colonies.
They were blessed with glorious
weather and so got to experience what
it’s like to wear a full bee suit and
rubber gloves on a sunny day - phew!
Whilst this was going on, other branch
members turned up to help with waxing
the branch super frames and Pete
Barclay held a Asian Hornet trap
making workshop. This was an activity
which had been requested by branch

Photo: Jane Nimmo

Jane Nimmo and George Jackson
attended from the Birmingham Branch.

Jane Nimmo

Healthy Bees Day Warwickshire
May I say what an intriguing course this
was, and if you get the chance, sign up
for this course next year!
The participants were split up into
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Nuneaton & Atherstone
Branch

members and the committee was happy
to oblige. Pete had recently attended
the Bee Health Day at Stoneleigh which
was organised by the Bee Inspectors
and so was armed with plenty of
background knowledge regarding the
Asian Hornet and the best methods of
monitoring for it’s presence.

What a strange year. After a winter that
never seemed to be ending, spring
arrived and we went from famine to
feast with the blackberries coming into
bloom far earlier than usual and little
sign of the June gap in forage.
Fortunately, the bees seem to be taking
it all in their stride and no doubt, will
manage to build up honey stores,
although the late start seems to have
made it somewhat of a challenge for
them.
As our “rent” to Dobbies, our apiary
landlords, the branch manned a two day
display over the Bank Holiday weekend
which was well received by members of
the public.
In the apiary, we have been delighted to
be given the “all clear” after the EFB
outbreak last year although the
decimation caused by it has meant that
the number of colonies we started the
season with was lower than we would
have wanted in an ideal world.
On a personal level yours truly manged
to have an accident that resulted in a
broken hand and ribs. As you can
imagine, beekeeping is a significant
challenge for a one-handed beekeeper
but it has been truly heartening to
receive so many offers of help from
members of the club for which I would
like to say a big thank-you. I look
forward to returning to the fray before
too long.
May your supers be full, your swarms
few and the Sun always shine on your
apiary.

Photo: Cathy Bonner

The Branch Meeting on 17th June was
less well attended, mainly because it
was Father’s Day and lots of people
were otherwise engaged, however,
some stalwarts were there and the bees
were duly inspected.
Following a large donation of equipment
from Chris Skuse earlier in the year
the branch was in the position of
being overstocked with boxes and
running out of storage space. The
branch committee decided to use the
surplus equipment to make up a total of
seven hives consisting of a floor, brood
box, queen excluder, super and roof and
offer these at a heavily discounted price
to members, with priority being given to
new members. The chosen recipients
have now been allocated their hives and
let’s hope they get colonies to fill them.
Our swarm co-ordinator Pete Barclay
has been approached by several
members recently, asking why they
have not been told of swarms to collect.
The easy answer is because there have
been none reported to Pete and
therefore, no co-ordinating to do as yet.
It’s a very strange year so far!

John Twidle
Rugby Branch

We are already over half way through
June; the spring honey has come and
gone. But still a swarm is a rare sight!
Bees should show a desire to swarm as
part of nature’s progression; are the
Rugby beekeepers excellent at swarm
control or are the public educated
enough to know the difference between

Julia Barclay
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honey and other bees? Or is there
another reason?
We have only had three honeybee
swarm calls to date, which is a shame
for our new beekeepers who would
welcome nature’s attempt at expansion.
Do consider attending the social events
arranged on July 18th and August 19th
to meet, chat and enjoy the lively
company. If you are available to help at
either branch events at Thurlaston or
Elliot’s Field over the summertime
please contact Rowan who will willingly
find you a duty for the day. It is always a
delight to be part of the branch events
teaching about or discussing honeybees
with the children and families. Do attend
if you can to support the team!
Now a good number of you have
harvested your spring honey, but
remember to keep back a few jars for
the Rugby Honey Show on 20th October
and / or visit the County Show on 29th
September for ideas and to gain
experience before the branch show.
This month one of our relatively new
beekeepers, Tim Belk gave a really
interesting talk on thermal heat
treatment of varroa. Tim has devised
and used his own unit with great
success, he investigated this method
after identifying an infestation of varroa
within his own hive; he counted a drop
of over 500 varroa 12 days after
treatment. He described the various
units similar to his own and solar units
coming onto the market, but has kindly
offered to make units for interested
beekeepers to trial, we look forward to
hearing about the results.

tractor and trailer ride to look at the
farm’s species-rich grassland and
pollen and nectar strips.
On arriving at the apiary, an old sheep
hovel, the group discussed queen
rearing and looked at recent grafts.
James and Steve are old farming
friends and have been keeping bees for
five years. They are keen to point out
that they are very much still learning the
ropes but have gradually built up
confidence and over wintered 14
colonies. The group split into two and
looked at four colonies each, with
two experienced beekeepers, Douglas
Nethercleft and John Home, sharing
numerous tips. Record cards were
completed and in general the bees
were in good order, nice and calm and
busy working the 300 + acres of oil
seed rape within a 2 mile radius. The
group looked at a recent artificial swarm
and discussed the advantages and
drawbacks of polyhives. We also
discussed the value of ensuring the
queen has space to lay if pollen is
clogging up the brood chamber.
Everyone had a great time, with
excellent cake and company. We were
blessed with a beautiful day, the only
hairy moments caused by James’s
tractor driving!

James Taylor

Monthly Meeting 11th June at The
Gate Inn
Another good turnout which was later
bolstered by the Monday evening apiary
team. Topics were to be ‘catching
swarms’ and ‘favoured methods of
swarm control’. As is usual the subject
matter and questions also covered
other seasonal matters. Great to see
so many participating, and sharing
experiences. And helped no end by the
supplies from behind the bar, courtesy
of our hosts Anne and Ian.
Most of us know that the best time to
catch a swarm is ;
1. When it’s there (and not flown off)!
So check before you leave to collect.
Generally a swarm settling in the

Gail Plester
Shipston Branch

Shipston Apiary Visit
On 20th May James Taylor and Steve
Cocks hosted an apiary morning for the
Shipston Branch and 20 people
attended. Broughton Grounds is a
traditional mixed (sheep, beef, cereals,
hens) family farm and is in Natural
England’s higher tier stewardship
scheme. We started by taking a short
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morning will depart around lunchtime
and those settling around lunchtime will
depart later in the afternoon. (The latter
will sometimes not leave until the
following morning but don’t count on it).
2. During the day - allowing enough time
for the foragers to return so that all the
bees can be taken away at once. In
practice some beekeepers just grab a
swarm and take it away leaving
sometimes hundreds of bees without
their queen and colony and without
purpose. They can also be a great
nuisance to people in the vicinity.
So, general practice and good
husbandry suggest catching them
during daylight, leaving them to settle
and returning later, before dark to close
them up and remove. Two visits rather
than one, unless you have the time and
patience to watch it all happen of
course.
The most favoured swarm control
technique was the nucleus method. At
swarming season, the suggestion was If
there are swarm preparations remove
the queen and create a nucleus.
Many beginners have problems seeing
eggs. This has to be an essential skill.
Even if you can’t find the queen you can
determine her recent presence in the
hive if you can see eggs. If your
eyesight is not quite what it once was try
an extra strong pair of glasses and/ or
use a small torch, or preferably both!
(You need all the help you can get).
Other essential things to learn and
retain are the brood cycles. It helps to
be mathematician, (not a strength of
mine). When we open the hive and see
swarm cells of different ages and if we
have kept a good record of inspections
it is possible by deduction to work out
what is actually going on in there. At
least it narrows the possibilities down a
little. Remember that a queen cell can
be created from a larva that is up to 3
days old.
And remember to check the food
situation just in case your area is
suffering from the ‘June Gap’. Your
colonies should have enough stores to

maintain them until your next apiary
visit. Good luck, (some of us need it !),

Tim Newcombe
Solihull Branch

My apologies go to Solihull Branch
for inadvertently missing out their
Branch News from the June edition
of WB, so here is a double helping!
Ed.
June 2018
It’s been a rather chilly start to the new
season, so much so, that it would have
been unwise to open the hives during
our first meeting. Instead, group leaders
used a virtual hive to deliver key points.
The main group recapped upon what to
do during disease inspection and how
to carry out a Bailey comb change. Year
1 and 2 beekeepers had an opportunity
to make some frames, brood and super
boxes, whilst a small number of
beekeepers who are preparing for their
Basic Assessment, reviewed the natural
history
of
the
honeybee
and
manipulation of a colony. Hopefully, the
weather will improve soon which will
allow us to inspect the hives.
It’s pleasing to see that several of our
beekeepers are working towards
module exams and / or attending
courses to improve their knowledge and
skills. Congratulations to Sarah and
Andrew Heath and Shelia Vanhouse for
successfully passing their Module 1,
Honeybee
Management.
Some
members of our apiary have also signed
up for the Healthy Bee Day at
Stoneleigh on the 19th May, and we
wish them an enjoyable day.
The photo on the next page is of a sign
spotted recently by Mark, the Solihull
Branch Chairman at Baddesly Clinton.
July 2018
It seems as though June has passed us
by so quickly as we have enjoyed, in
the main several beautiful sunny hazy
days making inspecting our hives a lot
easier. Sunday 10th June was our
Chairman’s Afternoon; the weather
along with food was perfect. It was a
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running commentary about what they
observed, how to record their
observations and any further action
required. In addition, we were given
crystal clear descriptions of various
ailments affecting our bees including
chalk and sac brood as well as the
serious diseases EFB and AFB and
also to look out for pests; SHB and
Asian Hornet. We were given the
appropriate action we should take if we
suspect any of the above. Further
information can be found in “Statutory
Procedures for Controlling Honeybee
Pests and Diseases” NBU.

great opportunity to socialise and share
some of our stories of the season so
far. Beekeepers were heard saying:
“Some of my colonies are queenless,
what do I do?”; “the swarm keeps
absconding!” Fortunately, advice was
available over tea and cakes. Our
chairman thanked everyone for their
support as the apiary meetings
continue to grow from strength to
strength. A special thank you must go to
Mandy and Denise for the superb
afternoon tea.
We invited three Seasonal Bee
Inspectors - Noel, Colleen and Ben to
our mid-June meeting. The meeting
started with a general introduction
about the role of the Bee Inspector, the
range of equipment and resources they
have to carry with them when making
apiary visits, inspecting colonies for
signs of pests and disease. We then
spilt off into three groups where Bee
Inspectors
carried out a general
inspection of each colony giving a

The evening was very well attended
and there was plenty of opportunity to
ask questions.

Channy Collins
Warwick & Leamington
Branch

Although the Warwick and Leamington
bees are experiencing a really marked
June gap this year, both the facilities
and beekeepers of Warwick and
Leamington have been very busy. The
full move from Dalehouse Lane is
almost compete (although the actual
location of the roundabout on the site
keeps changing) and the new Honey
Processing Unit is set up in preparation
for autumn.
The apiary at Stoneleigh is going from
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Showing” on 9th August - cunningly
arranged
to ready members for
our
Branch
Honey
Show
on
13th September. County members are
welcome to our talks, as ever.

strength to strength and we have had
weekly training sessions, as well BBKA
using the colonies for assessments.
The beekeepers in Warwick and
Leamington Branch have run public
shows over 4 consecutive weekends
and topped them off with the Branch
Barbeque.;
The first show was the Lord Leycester
Hospital Medieval Courtyard event
where our volunteers, some in period
dress, frequently outnumbered the
visitors to the stand. Next came the
quintessentially English, Hatton Country
Fayre where after 17 years of indifferent
weather, the Gods eventually took pity
on the event and produced a glorious
spring day right on cue for the flypast by
a Lancaster bomber from the Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight. Accompanied
by appropriate music from the silver
band, this was a moving experience.
Kenilworth Show took place the next
weekend on a lovely dry day, and we
pulled out all the stops with a full range
of activities on our stand including a
beekeeping demonstration with live
bees. The show was popular on a
number of fronts. Footfall was high and
we got a host of enquiries about
becoming a beekeeper and offers of out
apiary sites. We also experienced an
unexpected 60% increase in hive
product sales. This high level of interest
and visitors was more than matched at
the two day Leamington Peace Festival.
Indeed, the volunteers staffing the stand
experienced anything but “peace”
selling 325 jars of members’ honey and
175 items of wax based products. We
cannot work out why given the poor
weather, this year’s peace festival was
so much more popular than last, but it
gave us a host of enquiries about
becoming a beekeeper and offers of out
apiary sites.
After such an intense period of activity
the branch barbecue provided a
well-earned opportunity to regroup and
recover in readiness for our series of
two talks; “Honey Processing” on 19th
July and “Preparing Hive Products for

Jane Medwell

Chronicles of a
Novice Beekeeper
Lots has happened in the past couple
weeks; The apiary site is finished now.
Last Sunday I brought my nuc box to
the association hives where we
transferred a new queen, a few frames
of bees, & two frames of stores into it. I
watched Dave Bonner deftly clip the
wings & mark the queen.
I was informed that it’s best to move
bees in the evening this time of year to
ensure most of the foragers are back in
the hive. The following Tuesday
evening, I picked up the bees & drove
them to their new site. I was actually a
bit nervous driving with bees in the car,
but the drive was uneventful & the bees
were very quiet during their journey.
I brought them to the site & placed
them. I was advised to not transfer them
into the hive right away, but to let them
get used to their new location. It was a
pleasure to open the entrance of the
hive & see the first few bees emerging
out to explore their new area. I’ll do my
first inspection tomorrow. (I’ve been
advised to watch for signs of swarming
& queen cells!) I’m really looking
forward to visiting the bees tomorrow &
seeing how they’ve settled in.

Denali Enns
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Honey Alchemy
Honey Madeleines, Honey Ice cream,
& Honeycomb
Honey Madeleines
These cakes are perfect shell shapes thanks to the tin and unusually for a cake, the
batter is allowed to rest before baking to develop the gluten a little and help form
their lighter than air consistency. I’ve made the batter the night before with some
success, but always bake on the day you serve them as they don’t keep for long
(however, they make great trifle sponges if there are any left). They go especially
well with home-made honey ice cream and honey comb and more honey…

Need:











20g of liquid honey
4 eggs
150g of caster sugar
20g of muscovado sugar
1 pinch of salt
180g of plain flour
1 1/3 tsp baking powder
180g of butter
Piping bag 1-2cm nozzle
Madeleines tray, extra melted butter
and sifted plain flour

Do:

 Brush each of the impressions in the tray with a little melted butter, sieve over the
plain flour, invert and tap to remove the excess flour

 Using a spatula, mix the eggs, sugars and salt in a bowl until combined
 Sift the flour and baking powder into the bowl and fold into the mixture, until just
combined

 Melt the butter and honey together in a pan over a low heat. While stirring, pour




the mix into the bowl, making sure it is well incorporated. Leave to rest for 30
minutes, meanwhile. Preheat the oven to 160°C
Once rested, spoon the mix into a piping bag fitted with a 1cm nozzle. Pipe the
mix to just below the top of each mould and cook for 10-15 minutes until lightly
browned, they will each peak in the middle and go golden brown at the edges
Remove from the oven and allow to cool slightly before tipping out onto a cooling
tray.
Lightly sprinkle with some icing sugar. Repeat with any remaining batter.
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Honey Ice Cream

Honeycomb

Need:

Need:

 600ml double cream
 6 egg yolks
 227g honey (bakers honey is fine for






this)

 1 vanilla pod

Do:

Do:

 Whisk the honey and the egg yolks











200g Caster sugar
20 ml water
1tsp bicarbonate of soda
large baking tray lined with baking
parchment

 Place the sugar and the water in a

in a large heat-proof bowl until
smooth
Split the vanilla pod lengthways and
place into a saucepan, add the
cream and bring to the boil
Pour the cream onto the yolks and
honey whisking all the time so that
the eggs don’t scramble.
Return to the saucepan and heat
gently until just thickened (and the
mixture just coats the back of a
spoon)
Strain into a jug (to remove the
vanilla pod) and place in the fridge
overnight. Meantime, freeze the
inner of your ice cream machine or a
stainless steel roasting tin
Next day, either assemble your ice
cream machine and pour in the
custard or tip the custard into the
roasting tin and return to the freezer
for about 40 mins, then remove and
whisk the mixture to break up the ice
crystals, repeat this 2 or 3 times until
you have a good texture.
Once done, decant into your serving
dish, seal and freeze.
Place the serving dish into the fridge
for about 30-40 minutes before you
wish to serve to ensure a good
texture.










saucepan and place on a moderate
heat.
Swirl the pan slowly (don’t stir – it
will crystallize) and watch it like a
hawk as the sugar melts and
dissolves, try not to let it brown until
it’s all dissolved.
Once it’s clear and the colour of light
honey, remove from the heat and
add the bicarbonate of soda, stir
quickly (it will foam up) and tip out
onto the lined tray.
Don’t be tempted to touch it or lick
the spoon as it WILL burn you.
Allow to cool and solidify, then slide
the honeycomb into a large zip lock
bag and seal to prevent it going
sticky (its deliquescent)
When ready to serve, give the bag a
good bash a few times on the
work-surface to break into shards.

Serve a scoop of ice cream stabbed
with a shard of honeycomb alongside
madeleines drizzled with some of your
award winning honey … yum!

Mandy Cadge
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IS HONEY GOOD FOR YOU?
Sugar gets a bad rap. Not because
eating too much sweet stuff isn’t bad
for you: it is. In fact, over time, a
high-sugar diet can have devastating
consequences on a person’s health. But
a bad rap because, over the last
decade, white granulated sugar has
become the pantomime villain of the
healthy eating brigade. In its place,
“natural” sweeteners such as honey,
agave syrup and plant extracts such as
stevia have often been touted as being
in some way better for you. But the truth
is somewhat less palatable. Both
refined and unrefined sugars have
much the same effect of the body. While
refined table sugar (sucrose) is dealt
with by the pancreas, which produces
insulin, unrefined fruit sugars (fructose)
are processed by the liver. Despite this
biochemical difference, our bodies react
to unrefined, natural sweeteners in
much the same way as a spoonful of
the white stuff - with a blood sugar
spike. This encourages the liver to
produce glucose and high blood
glucose levels ultimately cause the body
to store fat and gain weight.

recommends no more than 30g of
added sugar a day, which is about
seven teaspoons but, on average,
British adults eat and drink double that.
A couple of years ago, sales of honey
exceeded those of jam in Waitrose
supermarkets, a change attributed to a
perception that honey is a healthier
spread. Indeed, market research
company Mintel estimated that honey
sales totalled a staggering £112 million
in 2013, meaning that we Brits ate our
way through 20.3 million kilos.
But is honey really better for us than
white granulated sugar? While honey is
often thought of as a “natural” form of
sugar, how much refining is done to the
contents of the jars you find on the shelf
at your local supermarket? Certainly,
the raw, unrefined varieties of honey
available from farms and health food
stores do contain some health-boosting
trace minerals; niacin, riboflavin,
thiamine and vitamin B6, but those
elements make up only around two per
cent of honey’s total content. Hardly a
viable source when you know that
usually more than half of the product is
pure fructose. In terms of our blood
sugar, because honey can be 55 per
cent fructose, is it in reality of any more
benefit to our bodies than granulated
sugar?

Studies have shown that when eaten to
excess, products containing fructose
contribute to obesity, heart problems
and liver disease just like products
containing granulated sugar. Other
research has shown that fructose
actually drains minerals from your body.
And not for nothing are alternative
sugars also implicated in weight gain
and tooth decay; they also perpetuate
your palette’s taste for sweet things
because many are actually sweeter
than sugar. The theory is that
consumers will therefore, eat less of
it - but who really does?

While honey is marginally lower on the
glycaemic index (58) than sugar (65),
which means it is absorbed into the
body at a slightly slower rate, the main
difference between the two is image.
Honey appears to be more natural. Yet
honey is also higher in calories than
table sugar. A tablespoon of commercial
natural honey contains around 64
calories whereas a tablespoon of: sugar
contains around 48 calories.

Recent statistics from the British
Nutrition Foundation reveal that 96 per
cent of us don’t know how much sweet
stuff we are consuming every day.
For the record, the Government

Nicole Mowbray
The Daily Telegraph 6th November 2017
via ebees
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What gives bees their sweet tooth?
taste neurons within each 'taste bud'
which interact to enable this persistent,
intense sugar neuron activity. Lead
author, Newcastle University PhD
student Ashwin Miriyala said: "Other
insects have one type of taste neuron
that is activated by sugars. We have
discovered however, that bees have two
different types of sugar-activated
neurons. The first neuron exhibits
intense activity when in contact with
sugar. The second neuron intermittently
inhibits the activity of the first neuron for
short durations of time. This inhibition
allows the first neuron a sort of 'resting
period', so it can recover and maintain
its intense activity for longer periods of
time. Our data show that the interaction
between these two sugar neurons is a
result of electrical connections between
them. This is the first evidence for this
kind of connection in any insect taste
neuron."
The Newcastle University team intend to
carry out further research investigating
how the bee's sense of sweet taste
might be interrupted by pesticides.

Scientists have discovered bees linger
on a flower, emptying it of nectar,
because they have sugar-sensing taste
neurons which work together to prolong
the pleasure of the sweetness.
Newcastle University researchers report
that the bees' taste neurons found on
their proboscis, fire intense signals for
up to 10 seconds, much longer than the
taste neurons found in other insects.
Bees visit flowers to obtain nectar,
which they eat to feed their colony and
to fuel their flight. Bees can taste sugars
on their proboscis and when in contact
with food, taste neurons on the
proboscis are activated signalling the
presence of food.
Publishing in Current Biology, the
researchers report that the neurons that
specifically respond to sugar exhibit a
very intense activation, which persists
up to 10 seconds. While these neurons
exhibit intense activity, the bee will
remain feeding at the same sugar
source. Only when this activity declines,
does the bee remove its proboscis to
enable it to try a further feeding point.
Author Geraldine Wright, Professor of
Insect Neuroethology, explains: "We
demonstrate in bees that, like in
humans, the first taste of something
sweet such as a lollipop is incredibly
intense but then becomes less
interesting. This is so our sensory
neurons don't get overloaded and burn
out. What we've found in bees is that
the initial intense sweetness of sugar
can last up to 10 seconds - so they will
stay on the same sugar source. This
makes sense if you think a worker bee
is not just collecting for its own use but
is storing it for others in the hive. It also
means the bee will find a flower and
drink all the nectar before other bees
can intervene and take it."

Reference: Burst Firing in Bee Gustatory
Neurons Prevents Adaptation. Miriyala,
Kessler, Rind et al. Current Biology
Lune Valley BKA via ebees

Discovery of Two Neurons
The team found that the bee has two
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Red Oilseed Rape

Although traditionally used to give soils a break between crops of wheat or barley,
oilseed rape has boomed in the UK in recent years as demand has soared for it’s oil,
but the bright yellow petals and sweet scent of the plant have attracted growing
numbers of pests, especially pollen beetles. Chemical sprays have long been used to
control the insect but resistance has been rising. Now scientists at Rothamsted say
they have a new strategy for containing the beetle. The researchers used food
colouring to change the colour of a variety with white petals. "We grew oilseed rape
in pots, washed off the soil and put the plants into buckets of water," lead author Dr
Sam Cook told BBC News. "And we basically poured food colouring into the water.
This was taken up by the roots of the plant and was manifested in the colour of the
petals." The team coloured the petals yellow, blue and red. In the laboratory and in
field trials over two years, they found these made a big difference to the pollen
beetles. "Red was significantly less preferred than the blue and then yellow and white
were pretty much the same," said Dr Cook.
The researchers showed that the beetles are more attracted to objects that are highly
reflective of ultraviolet light. This knowledge could open up new strategies for
managing the pest say the research team. "We could breed red coloured plants. The
anthocynanin gene is responsible for purple and red colouration - this gene is present
in the oil seed rape family so we could breed that into oilseed rape to give a red
colouration to the green parts and the petals," said Dr Cook.
One alternative being examined by several companies is to have no petals at all.
Another approach could be to mix and match colours that the insects find attractive
and repellent. By planting yellow varieties around the edge of a field with red cultivars
in the middle you would design a trap, that would keep the pests from the oil
producing crop. "It's a push pull strategy - the main crop is pushing the insect away
and the trap crop is pulling it into this area where it can be controlled more easily,"
said Dr Cook.
BBC News via ebees
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because of his speaking and preaching
ability, may also have led to the use of a
beehive and bees in his iconography,
symbols which also indicate wisdom.
This led to his association with bees,
beekeepers, chandlers, wax refiners,
etc

St. Ambrose

Historical Beekeeping Articles via ebees

WARWICKSHIRE
BEEKEEPER
On line and in colour on the
WBKA website;

Circa. 1904 Relief of Saint Ambrose by
Michael Plakolb

St. Ambrose was born in Gaul in 340.
There is a legend that as an infant, a
swarm of bees settled on his face while
he lay in his cradle, leaving behind a
drop of honey. His father considered
this a sign of his future eloquence and
honeyed tongue. For this reason, bees
and beehives often appear in the saint’s
symbology.

warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
Warwickshire Beekeeper is available
to both members and non members
and in colour on the WBKA website
but if you wish to view the members
only
area
please
note
that
the password has recently been
changed.

Saint Ambrose was widely regarded as
the patron saint of beekeepers and in
western Europe, north of the Alps and
some time after his death, he became
associated with a tall skep design
characteristic of parts of that region.

The members area allows you to
view the new Year Book and many
other county documents.

The word for 'food of the gods' in Latin
is ambrosia. Some scholars have
speculated that ambrosia refers to
honey or a honey-derived drink, such
as mead (honey-wine). The title "Honey
Tongued Doctor," initially bestowed

The updated password has been
distributed to the Branch Secretaries
See contact details on page 20
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Caveat Emptor
Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any
goods or services advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or on the website. Anyone
purchasing bees or nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are disease free and
that they are aware of the provenance of any queens.
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WBKA WHO’S WHO
Peter Spencer

President

David Blower

Chairman
01608 685918
chairman@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

01926 856204

Mike Blanco

Secretary
01527 591855
secretary@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Jan Willetts

Treasurer
0121 249 1965
treasurer@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Jane Medwell

Examination Secretary
examsec@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Julia Barclay

WB Editor
02476 411275
wbeditor@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
Copy to julia@barclaysworld.com

Peter Barclay

Web Master 02476 411275
webmaster@warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk

Branch Secretaries
Birmingham

07708 031926

bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk

Coventry

02476 411275

cbka.secretary@hotmail.co.uk

Nuneaton

01827 880689

jandl.twidle@gmail.com

Rugby

01788 833877

scj.scj@btinternet.com

Shipston

07837 744791

secretary@sbka.org.uk

Solihull

0121 704 1731

Solihull.beekeepers@gmail.com

Sutton Coldfield

0121 354 9451

lisa@daymond-king.co.uk

Warwick & Leamington

01926 632388

secretary@warleambees.org.uk

Bee Inspectors

BDI Representatives

SEASONAL BEE INSPECTORS
(April to September only)
Dave Bonner
07775 119434
Colleen Reichling
07990 138898

WBKA Representative
Julian Routh
0121 354 5956
Director & Claims Manager
Bernard Diaper
07711 456932

REGIONAL BEE INSPECTOR
Colin Pavey
07775 119471
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